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The Arsonist Society

Markus Kuhl
Kleyerstraße 64
D-60326 Frankfurt

Bandpromotion

Sehr geehrte Herr Kuhl,

vielen Dank für Ihr Interesse an unserer Band „Salvation Pioneer“.  Wie mit 
Philipp Höfer, unserem Schlagzeuger telefonisch vereinbart, schicken wir Ihnen 
heute unser Promopaket und bedanken uns jetzt schon für Ihre Unterstützung. 

Im Anhang finden Sie neben einer ausführlichen Bandbiographie, Informationen 
zu unserer EP „Encounter“, Kritiken und Liedtexte.

Mit freundlichen Grüßen
Salvation Pioneer

SALVATION PIONEER

Philipp Höfer

Kaufstraße 68

D-99423 Weimar

FON | MAIL | WEB

+49 (0) 176 -70 591 334

mail @ salvationpioneer.com

www.salvationpioneer.com

BANKVERBINDUNG

Sparkasse Vogtland

BLZ   870 580 00 

KTO   4 701 036 540

Description

Salvation Pioneer is an energetic, emotional performance of authentic people 
with melodic pieces, sophisticated breakdowns and tense mosh parts. The 
double front brings, next to deep growls and group shouts, a clear and 
profound statement in their lyrics.

Salvation Pioneer is		 Jessica Saalfrank	 	 Vocals
	 	 	 	 Simon Schieferdecker		 Vocals
	 	 	 	 Andreas Jacob	 	 Guitar
	 	 	 	 Marcus Persing	 	 Guitar
	 	 	 	 Tobias Westphal	 	 Bass
    Philipp Höfer   Drums

Biography

The origins of the band are going back into the year 
2008. The founder members Marcus, Philipp and 
Andreas met together for some jamsessions and 
quickly they realized, that there was a common path 
to tread. Dirty guitar riffs and massive breakdowns 
were developed and with Tobias on bass guitar since 
2009, the necessary pressure was finitely generated. 
Our front instrumentation are Jessica and Simon. 
They joined in summer 2010 and Salvation Pioneer 
was born.

Since 2011, Salvation Pioneer presents a energetic, 
emotional, composition of authentic people with a 
clear message and the true kick for the moshpit. 
After the first shows they proofed that the 

stage is thier home and the reaction of the fans was 
amazing. In january 2012 the recording of the EP 
-Encounter- at Mary Road Records followed.

After a successful record release show, Salvation 
Pioneer tramped through the living rooms of the 
country to bring and spread its soundtrack of 
freedom and hope.
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Encounter - EP

Songs		 	 Info
Set the Banner	 Year of publication:	 	 2012
Disclose a Secret	 Label:	 	 	 	 Maryroad Records
Fast Friend	 	 composed & produced:	 Salvation Pioneer
Cherry Pint	 	 Recording, Mix & Master:	 Daniel Lang
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Maryroad Records Studios, Germany
	 	 	 EP Design:	 	 	 Salvation Pioneer

Lyrics Encounter - EP

Set the Banner
The area they leave behind is  aflame but nothing is burned, nothing is  adust. Refined and white, white like it is  covered with 
snow. A cloth of peace and freedom lies  upon the land. Set the banner in the wind, so you see the banner of love, the 
banner of love, the wind of god. And breath entered the bones  on the field. They came to life and stood up on their feet, a 
vast army. A hopeless  district, a quarter waste and hollow, wide eyes saw at the horizon - there is  life. A cloud of dust 
brought a flag, a banner in the wind.

Disclose a Secret
You`ve been set in this  world, you had family and friends, a house, a home, a car, a  job. Nice and wonderful your life has 
been. But sud- denly first boulders crushed into your life. Your family is  filled with arguments, your car was  broke, your love 
was  gone, you lost your job, your friendships  broke up. The shelter you had was missing. Like a street child with wide blue 
eyes, your heart lived on the streets. There is  no home. There is no place to go. There is  no place to rest. No one is 
regarding your hearts  cry. Living like a  homeless on the streets. No place to go. No place to rest. - Look back at the derelict 
of your past. There is  hope - There is faith - There is  love - One remains. You quest for something endurable. A home that 
stays  forever. There is one thing – that ́s called hope. Hope should die at last. There is  one thing that ́s  called faith. True faith 
in the lamb defeats the snake. There are three things  here to say, which are hope, love, truth and faith, but just one, just one 
of these remains. It is  Love. Love - endures  - stays  - remains. Where is the house, where you can find security? Where is 
the place your heart calls  home? Love overcomes  every obstacle. Hope should die at last. True faith in the lamb defeats  the 
snake.

Fast Friend
What you ́re longing for? What your heart is  crying for? Is love, is a true friend, is  a word of truth, is someone who never 
leaves your side. Once you have been hurt, and now your heart of flesh is wounded, in this  whole world there is  no one you 
will trust. Once you have been hurt, you`re disappointed your heart of flesh is wounded, deeply wounded there is  no one 
you can trust. There will be a helping hand, there is a real faithful friend. There is one for you and me - it ́s Jesus Christ.

Cherry Pint
The horror is  over. The end of darkness  is here. The time of waste, the senseless  time is  over. A life judged before it begun, 
a man, a  promise to fulfill. A little seed falling on the dark and dirty earth, find its way. A last breath and it was  dead. The end 
has  come the basin is  broken. And what is  inside? You cannot earn it with money – you cannot earn it with strength. Is  life- 
life– everlasting life – freedom. Oh this man, he rose again - the dead seed became a tree.
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Wohnzimmertour


